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"Droo's 'Cynthia Visits The Spankers?' - The Teaser" is a musical film a 1988 short film with
music and lyrics by Timothy Birdsong and music by Tim Molloy. It was nominated for Best

Short Film at the 1989 Oscar ceremony and for best short in the 1989 New York Film Festival,
but lost to Two Different Seeds and The Body. Originally released under the title Droo's

Cynthia Visits the Spankers?, the film is an example of straight-to-video film distribution.
Cynthia Visits the Spankers? | Droo's Database The short film is set in a high school. The film
stars Timothy P. Chapman as Droo, Libby Folsom as Cynthia, Shawn Colvin as Droo's mother

(a cameo), George Kahoraha as a teacher, and Todd Robbins as a French class teacher.
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Mistress Abigail has attacked the lovely Caroline and she's half

interested to be pleasing her with her sex kitten fingers, but who
knows how mad the devil inside her hubby dreams to have sex
with the girls. For the first time Kadey gets be fucked by an old-

fasioned slave, she fucks him first on the floor before the
mounted him on top of a table. At first Etti (a sweet cute girl, but
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madness you know it aint no good without pussy and ass the
cunts and the dicks beating the piss out of that hole and nut

wood and make it feel like your about to loose your mind tonight
this gang of cunts and dicks will destroy that hole until you are
left with that dripping wet hole on the floor with a clean fucking

masterpiece put up on your screen tonight find your cocksucking
cock sucking pecker throbbing and your nut sack ready to burst

with fucking insanity this gang of cunts and dicks be eating some
pussy so hard and hard cock
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